
The Community Voice - Resident Team - July 10, 2017 
 
Resident Team Members Present: Donna Mae Halsted, Cecil Martin, Kim Alexander, Heather 
Neilson, Lois Oliver, Robbie Nelson, Ellen Warren, Dessie Watkins. 
Facilitation:  Ronda Lancaster and Madalyn Baker  
Visitors Present:  
 
Ronda stated that Tera Wick would not be present due to personal concerns.  
Agenda Approval:   Motion:    Ellen                   Second:    Lois                 
                                       Yes:        All              No:                         Abstain: Kim 
Striking out "Tera" for she was not present. Robbie made a motion to amend the agenda due to 
the resignation of Steve Diggle.  Heather seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Meeting Minutes from June 19, 2017: 
                                        Motion: Robbie                  Second: Heather               
                                      Yes:   All                 No:                        Abstain: Kim 
Robbie made the motion to approve and Heather seconded. 

Old Business: 

Mind Map Outline- 
  Ronda states that she was only on the Mind Map once and focused on a plan that Tera had 
made last meeting. Ronda also went over how she is building our story that addresses our main 
problems as well as where we started. Kim stated her idea of bringing Sarah Combs in for 
helping our story. Lois made a motion to hire Sarah Combs for assistance, Heather 
seconded.  Motion passes. 
Community Issues: Story of the Issues -  
Lois states that there was some talk at Pick-n-Hoe about our billboard and it seems that no one 
was in favor of the image that we were presenting. Impulse marketing and representation of 
our town is what the billboard would be for. Lois took notes of what some of the people where 
saying about the billboard and Donna Mae states that these people were bashing the van being 
trashy but also she says "they are telling us what's wrong with it, but not telling us how to 
improve it." Heather and Cecil both agreed to put this project on the back burner, but keep it in 
the community mind. 

New Business: 

Retreat Agenda: July 18th- 
Ronda discussed what she has prepared and will send out an email of it. Lois states that we 
should list who attends and the team discussed doing the retreat over a light breakfast. It starts 
at 9:00 and 30-40 minutes to discuss a membership drive.  We need to review where we 
started and where we are at now. Ronda made a green poster that showed our visions for each 
issue and it needs to be reviewed at the meeting. Root causes and the results of the survey 
questions that were asked about the root causes at Pick-n-Hoe need to be discussed. Come 
with your imagination! Exploring the issues and bringing in newcomer ideas and participation 
are critical information needed to move on.  



Pic-n-Hoe Surveys/Pic-n-He Participation Evaluation- 
The Duck pick up was a steal and the location was amazing. The prizes were awesome for the 
kids and the overall feeling was comfortable. One family would leave and come back with brand 
new ideas. The survey was perfected with only three questions and it brought a lot of attention. 
So overall it was a SUCCESS! 

Table Reports: 

Social and Recreation/Social Connection/Social Cohesion- 

 Brandi from the Dove's Nest thanked us all for the money and it will definitely help.  

Jobs: Billboard and Webpage- 

The Hemp plant is on the open market again and is on hold as of today. 
Outreach: Plan- 
Ronda stated that the welcome baskets are at the office that Steve had started. Now we just 
need to find the names of the people who are newcomers. 
Physical Environment- 
Ellen wasn't sure if the other benches have been placed yet. One of the questions on the survey 
involved how to make the town look better, and flower pots and more trees were a huge hit.  
Governance- 
The annual meeting will be in May and we are going to add in a preference for local businesses.  

Community Agency Meetings Reports: 

County Commissioners (Robbie)- 
 
DCDC (Cecil)- 
 
DC Chamber of Commerce (Cecil and Donna Mae)- 
Tourism was a huge topic: Bicycle rental business and Kokepellies. It would have different trails 
that would start with beginners. They also talked about the billboard and how it could be based 
off of Pick-n-Hoe. At the Dolores County Fairgrounds on the 19 of August, there will be a Zuchini 
fest. 
Planning Commission (Heather)-  
Nothing to report. 
School Board (Lois)- 
It was just a quick meeting that last only a few minutes. 
Town Board (Lois)- 
The meeting was very engaging and laid back. They closed the limb pile because it was full.  
Meeting Evaluation:  

 
Adjournment: 8:13 
Motion:      Heather                                      Second:   Ellen 
Yes:           All                         No:                          Abstain:  
 


